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Abstract— Network function virtualization foresees the
virtualization of service functions and their execution on virtual
machines. Any service is represented by a service function
chain (SFC) that is a set of VNFs to be executed according to
a given order. The running of VNFs needs the instantiation of
VNF Instances (VNFIs) that in general are software modules
executed on virtual machines. The virtualization challenges
include: 1) where to instantiate VNFIs; ii) how many resources
to allocate to each VNFI; iii) how to route SFC requests to
the appropriate VNFIs in the right sequence; and iv) when
and how to migrate VNFIs in response to changes to SFC
request intensity and location. We develop an approach that
uses three algorithms that are used back-to-back resulting in
VNFI placement, SFC routing, and VNFI migration in response
to changing workload. The objective is to first minimize the
rejection of SFC bandwidth and second to consolidate VNFIs in
as few servers as possible so as to reduce the energy consumed.
The proposed consolidation algorithm is based on a migration
policy of VNFIs that considers the revenue loss due to QoS
degradation that a user suffers due to information loss occurring
during the migrations. The objective is to minimize the total
cost given by the energy consumption and the revenue loss due
to QoS degradation. We evaluate our suite of algorithms on a
test network and show performance gains that can be achieved
over using other alternative naive algorithms.

Index Terms— Network function virtualization, migration
policy, power consumption, Markov decision process.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE concept of NFV originated from service providers
looking to increase the agility and flexibility of deploy-

ing new network services to support growing customer
demands [1]. NFV offers new ways to design, orchestrate,
and manage network services. NFV decouples network func-
tions from underlying hardware so these functions can run
as software images on commodity hardware as well as
custom-built hardware. It is a framework that provides virtu-
alization of network services such as routing, load balancing,
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firewall services, intrusion detection and prevention, and net-
work address translation into building blocks. These services
can be chained together to create network service chains tai-
lored for different use cases [2], [3]. Because the infrastructure
is simplified and streamlined, new and expanded services can
be created quickly and with less expense. Implementations of
the paradigm have also been proposed [4] and the performance
has been investigated [5]. To support the NFV technology both
ETSI [6], [7] and IETF [8] have been defining novel network
architectures able to allocate resource for Virtualized Network
Function (VNF) as well as to manage and orchestrate NFV to
support services. In particular the service is represented by a
Service Function Chain (SFC) [8] that is a set of VNFs that
have to be executed according to a given order. Any VNF is
run on a VNF Instance (VNFI) implemented with one Virtual
Machine (VM) to which resources (cores, RAM memory,....)
are allocated to execute a VNF of a given type (e.g., a virtual
firewall, or a load balancer) [9].

The VNF consolidation, routing and placement problems in
an NFV environment are similar to the ones involved in cloud
computing environments. The main difference is that a Service
Function Chain (SFC) has a sequence requirement [10] which
means the traffic must be steered to traverse through predefined
ordered network functions. This important difference makes
the algorithms implemented in cloud computing environment
not applicable in NFV architectures.

VNFI consolidation allows for energy consumption savings.
Unfortunately it involves reconfiguration costs characterized,
for instance, by the revenue loss due to the QoS degradation
experienced when servers are shut down during migration. For
this reason migration is not recommended in some cases while,
in other cases, only limited function migration can be justified.
While server consolidation in cloud computing environments
has been studied extensively,there is only limited research
that proposes and investigates consolidation algorithms for
NFV architectures. The network function consolidation prob-
lem is investigated by Wen et al. [11]. They propose a
greedy heuristic allowing for the SFC reconfiguration and the
instantiation/removal of VNFIs but reconfiguration costs are
not considered. Ghaznavi et al. [12] propose a consolidation
algorithm called Simple Lazy Facility Location (SLFL) that
optimizes the placement of the VNF Instances in response to
on-demand workload. SLFL chooses the VNFIs to be migrated
on the basis of the reconfiguration costs that the migration
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involves in the current instant and without taking into account
benefits and penalties that these migrations lead in successive
instants.

Two main contributions are provided in the paper. The first
one is to propose an algorithm for the SFC routing and VNFI
placement in which the dimensioning of the VNFI in terms
of number of cores is not a-priori established as assumed
in the most contributions proposed in literature, [11] but it
is an output of the problem; the proposed algorithm has
the objective to perform SFC routing and VNF placement
during the Peak Hour Interval so as to minimize the SFC
bandwidth rejected. The second contribution is to propose a
migration policy of the VNFIs allocated by the SFC routing
and VNF placement in the periods in which traffic changes
occurs. The objective of the migration policy is to minimize
a total cost on the overall temporal horizon, taking into
account both the energy consumption and the reconfiguration
costs. The policy provides an appropriate trade-off between
the energy saving advantages due to the consolidation and
the disadvantages of the revenue loss of an operator due to
the QoS degradation occurring during the VNFI migration.
We give an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of
the optimal problem and, due to its complexity, we propose
a solution in cycle-stationary traffic scenarios and when the
possible mappings of VNFIs to servers are evaluated a-priori
according to a given optimality criteria. We evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed solution heuristic by comparing
its results to that of exact solutions of the ILP formulation for
the case of small network. Finally, we compare performance
of the proposed migration policy to a simple local policy
in which the migration decisions consider only instantaneous
reconfiguration costs with no longer term consideration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The main
related works are discussed in Section II. Section III pro-
vides a summary of our approach. The network and traffic
model are introduced in Section IV. Section V is devoted to
illustrate the heuristic for the resource dimensioning and the
SFC routing in the Peak Hour Interval (PHI). The proposed
migration policy, proposed for the total cost minimization
in VNFI migration scenarios, is introduced in Section VI.
Some numerical results are shown in Section VII to prove the
effectiveness of the proposed migration policy and to compare
it to the policy based on current reconfiguration costs only.
Finally the main conclusions and future research items are
mentioned in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

The SFC routing and VNFI placement is a problem widely
studied in literature [10], [13]–[15]. In these works the for-
mulation of the problem is given and its objective can be
the minimization of the active servers, the minimization of
the latency, the minimization of the number of SFCs rejected.
In all of the these cases the authors highlight how the problem
is NP-hard and for this reason heuristics are proposed.

All of the proposed routing and placement algori-
thms [10], [16], [17] assume the availability of VNFIs needing
a given number of cores and providing a given processing
capacity [18], [19]. In other words, the number of cores

allocated is an input to the problem and not a variable to
be optimized.

Most of the papers on the NFV topic are focused on
the study of routing and placement algorithms. Few stud-
ies propose and investigate resource consolidation techniques
to be applied, for instance, to save power consumption in
low traffic periods. Wen et al. [11] propose a heuristic for
SFC reconfiguration and compare its results to the the opti-
mal solution implemented in CPLEX. They do not consider
reconfiguration costs characterizing the revenue loss of an
operator due to the QoS degradation occurring when SFCs
are reconfigured. Ghaznani et al. [12] propose consolidation
algorithms based on horizontal scaling techniques in which the
processing capacity dedicated to a VNF is increased/decreased
by instantiating/removing VNFIs and without changing the
processing capacity allocated to the VNFIs. The study’s objec-
tive is to find a solution minimizing the network operational
costs (bandwidth, server processing capacity) by taking into
account the reconfiguration costs characterized by a penalty
due to the migration of VNFIs that are consolidated/de-
consolidated in servers in the periods of low/high traffic. The
authors observe how the general problem is very complex and
only the penalty due to the VNFI migrations at the present
instant are considered and not the future ones.

In this paper, due to the advantages to avoid complex NFV
state management issue, we investigate solutions based on
vertical scaling techniques [12], [20]–[22] in which the VNFIs
are dimensioned to achieve the processing capacity required
by the traffic. When the traffic increases/decreases, rather
than add/remove VNFIs, we consider increasing/decreasing
their processing capacity. The main contribution is the study
of consolidation, routing and placement problems in NFV
architectures when vertical scaling techniques are adopted.

We have already investigated the SFC routing and placement
problems in [28] but in this paper we extend the Maximizing
the Accepted SFC Requests Number (MASRN) algorithm
proposed in order to improve the blocking performance in the
scenario in which bandwidth rather than processing capacity
is the constrained resource.

We also outline that the innovative contribution of this
paper is the proposal and the investigation of a new VNFI
consolidation technique taking into account the reconfiguration
costs as in [12] but with important difference of choosing
the VNFIs to be migrated according to not only the actual
penalty but also the future ones that the migrations may lead
to. We formulate the optimization problem in the case in which
the operational and reconfiguration costs are characterized
by the energy consumption and the information loss due to
VNFI migrations respectively. The proposed solution is based
on the application of the Markov Decision Process theory,
already applied by ourselves to solve other problems (overlay
network [24], virtual network embedding [23], [25], [26]).

III. OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

This paper proposes and investigates solutions for the
deployment of NFVs with the objective of minimizing the
operator cost. To achieve this we consider two main problems
as illustrated in Fig. 1.a.
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Fig. 1. Inputs, outputs and objectives of RVPP and RLARCDP (a); MASB, VMMPC and RLACM algorithms developed to solve RVPP and RLARCDP (b).

• Routing and VNF Placement Problem (RVPP). The
objective is to maximize the amount of data that can be
processed within the network at peak traffic. We assume
we are given: network topology, server processing and
link bandwidth resources, SFC requests, and the traffic
matrix at the peak hour. Our optimization here yields as
output, VNFI placement, processing resource (number of
cores) allocation to VNFIs and the SFC routing.

• Revenue Loss Aware Resource Consolidation/
De-consolidation Problem (RLARCDP). The objective is
to minimize the network operation cost which is the sum
of the energy consumption costs and the revenue loss due
to network disruption caused by VNFI migration [27] as
functions are consolidated or de-consolidated. To achieve
this objective the number of cores allocated to each
VNFI is decreased in low traffic conditions, applying
vertical scaling, and the VNFIs are migrated so as to
reduce the number of servers turned on and consequently
the energy consumption; the number of migrations and
the VNFIs to migrate are chosen by a policy whose
objective is to balance the energy saving and revenue
loss due to the disruption caused by the migration. The
inputs to RLARCDP are the outputs of RVPP, the traffic
matrix progression over time and the costs; the output is
a migration policy.

In this paper we propose and investigate some algorithms
to solve the RVPP and RLARCDP as illustrated in Fig. 1.b.
We have studied in [28] the optimal RVPP and a heuristic,
referred to as Maximizing the Accepted SFC Requests Num-
ber (MASRN), has been proposed. A new version of the algo-
rithm called Maximum Accepted SFC Bandwidth (MASB) is
introduced in Section V. While MASRN has the objective of
minimizing the number of SFCs rejected, MASB is defined
so as to minimize the bandwidth rejected. Furthermore MASB
provides more efficient bandwidth utilization by allowing the
mapping of service functions of a same SFC on the same
server.

The optimal RLARCDP is studied in Subsection VI-A
where an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is
given in cycle-stationary traffic scenario with N stationary
intervals (N = 24 is the typical value for daily traffic).
Because the problem is NP-hard, we propose a solution when
a number N of VNFI mappings, each one characterized by a
particular allocation of the VNFIs to the servers, is chosen;
each one of the N mappings is determined so as to minimize
the energy consumption in the corresponding stationary inter-
val. The proposed solution is based on the definition of two
algorithms:

• VNFI Mapping Minimizing the Power Consump-
tion (VMMPC) algorithm: its objective is to evaluate
the VNFI mapping minimizing the energy consumption
in each stationary interval; the operation mode of the
VMMPC is described in Subsection VI-C

• Revenue Loss Aware Choosing Mapping (RLACM) algo-
rithm: its objective is to choose the mapping to be applied
in each stationary interval; it is based on Markov Decision
Process theory and it chooses the mapping,evaluated in
the overall time horizon, so as to minimize the cost of the
energy consumption and the revenue loss due to the QoS
degradation occurring when migrations are performed to
change the mapping from a stationary interval to another
one. RLACM is described in Subsection VI-B.

IV. NETWORK AND TRAFFIC MODEL

Next we introduce the main terminology used to represent
the physical network, VNF and the SFC traffic request [41].

A. Physical Network

We represent the physical network as a directed graph
GPN = (V PN , EPN ) where V PN and EPN are the sets of
physical nodes and links respectively. The set V PN of nodes
is given by the union of the three node sets V PN

A , V PN
R and

V PN
S that are referred to access, switching and server nodes

respectively. The server nodes and links are characterized by:
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• NPN
core(w): processing capacity of the server node

w ∈ V PN
S in terms of number of cores available;

• CPN (d): bandwidth of the physical link d ∈ EPN ;

B. VNF and SFC Traffic Requests

We assume that F types of VNFs can be provisioned as
firewall, IDS, proxy, load balancers, · · · . We denote with
FV NF = {f1, f2, · · · , fF} the set of VNF types, fi being
the i− th VNF type. The packet processing time of the VNF
fi is denoted with tproc

i (i = 1, · · · , F ).
We also assume that the network operator is receiving T

Service Function Chain (SFC) requests known in advance. The
i−th SFC request (i = 1, · · · , T ) is characterized by the graph
GSFC

i = (V SFC
i , ESFC

i ) where V SFC
i represents the set of

access and VNF nodes and ESFC
i (i = 1, · · · , T ) denotes the

links between them. In particular the set V SFC
i is given by

the union of V SFC
i,A and V SFC

i,F denoting the set of access and
VNFs nodes respectively.

We assume cycle-stationary traffic conditions because it is
well known that data-center traffic matrices exhibit strong diur-
nal patterns and are typically cycle-stationary [40], [42], [43].
We denote with N the number of stationary intervals after
which the same traffic characteristic occurs again. We denote
the duration of a stationary interval with Δt and we assume
that in the h − th (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1) stationary interval
the traffic state Sh occurs and characterized by the values of
bandwidth BWh,i (i = 1, · · · , T ) of the T offered SFCs.

Though the proposed algorithms in the next sections could
be defined in the general case, we start from the assumptions
adopted in the main papers proposed in literature [10] accord-
ing to which the VNFs request only processing resources,
while memory and disk resources are not considered; the
assumption will allow us to investigate the case studies in
which CPU-intensive appliances are used while the inves-
tigation for the case of appliances that need allocation of
bandwidth and disk are left as research future item.

Next we introduce the following notations:
• αvw, it assumes the value 1 if the SFC access

node v ∈ ∪T
i=1V

SFC
i,A characterizes an SFC request

starting/terminating from/to the physical access nodes
w ∈ V PN

A ; otherwise its value is 0;
• βvk, it assumes the value 1 if the VNF node

v ∈ ∪T
i=1V

SFC
i,F needs the application of the VNF fk

(k ∈ [1..F ]); otherwise its values is 0;
• BSFC

h (v), the processing capacity requested by the VNF
node v ∈ ∪T

i=1V
SFC
i,F in the traffic state Sh (h =

0, 1, · · · , N − 1); the parameter value depends on both
the packet length Lp and the bandwidth of the packet
flow incoming to the VNF node; its values equals∑F

k=1 βvkBWh,it
proc
k /Lp if v ∈ V SFC

i that is if the
node v belongs to the graph GSFC

i = (V SFC
i , ESFC

i )
of the i − th SFC offered;

• CSFC
h (e): bandwidth requested by the link e ∈

∪T
i=1E

SFC
i in the traffic state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1);

its value equals BWh,i if e ∈ ESFC
i that is if the edge

e belongs to the graph GSFC
i = (V SFC

i , ESFC
i ) of the

i − th SFC offered.

Next we will assume that h = 0 denotes the index of the
traffic state (S0) related to the Peak Hour Interval (PHI) in
which the offered traffic is maximum.

V. SFC ROUTING AND VNF INSTANCE

DIMENSIONING PROBLEM

The Routing and VNF Placement Problem (RVPP) illus-
trated in Fig. 1.a consists in determining the servers in which
the VNF nodes are executed and the network paths in which
the virtual links of the SFC are routed. The arrangement is
performed by taking into account the Peak Hour Interval (PHI)
traffic demand and without violating both the server processing
and physical link capacities. The objective of RVPP is to
minimize the fraction of total bandwidth rejected. We assume
that all of the servers create a VNF instance for each type of
VNF that will be shared by the SFCs using that server and
requesting that type of VNF. For this reason each server will
activate F VNF instances, one for each type of VNF. The
solution of RVPP also leads to evaluate the number of cores
to be assigned to each VNF instance.

We have reported in [28] the optimal formulation of the
problem in the case in which the objective is to minimize the
number of SFC requests rejected. The introduced optimization
problem is intractable because it requires solving a NP-hard
bin packing problem [29]. Due to its high complexity, it is not
possible to solve the problem directly in a timely manner given
the large number of servers and network nodes. For this reason
we have proposed an efficient heuristic referred to as the
Maximizing the Accepted SFC Requests Number (MASRN)
heuristic. In this paper we propose a modified version of
MASRN, referred to as Maximizing the Accepted SFC Band-
width (MASB). The main differences between MASRN and
MASB are the following: i) MASB has the objective to
minimize, instead of the number of SFC requests rejected,
the fraction of total SFC bandwidth rejected; ii) MASB
overcomes the main limit of MASRN that maps the VNFs
of a same SFC in different servers; conversely MASB allows
for the assignment of the processing resources of a same
server to more than one VNF of an SFC when it is needed;
this greater flexibility of MASB leads to lower blocking in
the scenario with limited link bandwidth and high server
processing capacity.

Next we briefly report the main steps of the MASB algo-
rithm that is applied before the phase in which the resources
are consolidated and a migration policy is applied. Next we
describe the inputs, the outputs, the variables and the operation
mode of the MASB algorithm.

The inputs of the MASB algorithm are:
• GPN , the graph representing the physical nodes and

links;
• P , set of all the paths in GPN ;
• δep, the binary function assuming value 1 or 0 if the

network link e belongs or not to the path p ∈ P
respectively;

• GSFC
i , (i = 1, · · · , T ), the graphs representing the

SFCs that will be handled in decreasing order of offered
bandwidth;
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The outputs of the MASB algorithm are:

• xi, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the i−th SFC
request is accepted; otherwise its value is zero;

• ywk, integer variable characterizing the number of cores
allocated to the VNF instance of type k in the server
w ∈ V PN

S ;
• zk

vw, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the VNF
node v ∈ ∪T

i=1V
SFC
i,F is served by the VNF instance of

type k in the server w ∈ V PN
S ;

• udp, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the virtual
link d ∈ ∪T

i=1E
SFC
i is embedded in the physical network

path p ∈ P ; otherwise its value is zero;

The main variables of the MASB algorithm are:

• Ak(w), the load of the cores allocated for the VNF
instance of type k ∈ [1..F ] in the server w ∈ V PN

S ;
• SN (w), defined as the stress of the node w ∈ V PN

S [30]
and characterizing the server load; its value is tied to the
variables Ak(w) according to the following expression:

SN (w) =
F∑

k=1

Ak(w) (1)

• SL(e), defined as the stress of the physical network link
e ∈ EPN [30] and characterizing the link load.

• χserver : average server utilization efficiency given by the
average ratio of the server stress to the number of cores
allocated to each server;

• χlink: average link utilization efficiency given by the
average ratio of the link stress to the link capacity;

The main steps of the MASB algorithm are reported in the
flow chart of Fig. 2. In the first phase the variables Ak(w),
SN (w) and SL(e) are initialized. Next the SFCs are sorted in
bandwidth decreasing order. For the i − th SFC offered, one
of the following two mapping procedures of the graph GSFC

i

is performed. If χserver is lower than χlink , more processing
resources are available and the MASB algorithm chooses the
least loaded server (lowest stress) as candidate in which to
map the entire SFC. Conversely if more bandwidth resources
than the processing ones (χserver ≥ χlink) are available,
the candidate mapping, that is a set of servers in which to
host the service functions of the SFC, is chosen according to
the MASRN algorithm. The determination of the servers is
based on the potential approach proposed in [30]. In such a
way the mapping is chosen so as to balance the use of the
server and link resources.

Once evaluated the mapping, the algorithm checks if
resources are actually available. If they are not, the SFC
request is rejected otherwise it is accepted and the outputs
zk

vw and udp are updated. In particular notice that if it has
been decided to map the entire SFC in one server only and
processing resources are not available, the SFC request is
rejected. In the updating phase the node and link stresses
SN (w) and SL(e) respectively are updated as well as the core
loads Ak(w) allocated to the VNFs, the number ywk of cores
used, the average server utilization χserver and the average
link utilization χlink . When all of the SFCs requests have
been considered the algorithm ends by reporting its outputs.

The computational complexity of MASB is the same of
MASRN [28] and it is given by O(F (F+Ns)Nllog(Ns+Nn))
where F is the maximum number of VNFs in an SFC and Ns,
Nn, Nl are the number of servers, switches and links of the
network respectively.

VI. ENERGY AND RECONFIGURATION COST AWARE

VNF INSTANCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

When traffic reduction occurs, the VNF Instance can be
dimensioned with a number of cores lower than the one
evaluated in Section V during the Peak Hour Interval and
consolidation techniques can be applied by migrating VNFIs
so as to occupy fewer servers and to save power consump-
tion. The migration can be performed when the VNFIs are
supported by Virtual Machines (VM) but at the price of a
information loss when the VMs are moved. Because this loss
may impact the Quality of Service offered by a network
operator, VNFI migration policies have to be defined that
allow for a right compromise between power consumption
saving and QoS degradation due to migration. The Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of the optimal Revenue
Loss Aware Resource Consolidation/De-consolidation Prob-
lem (RLARCDP) mentioned in Section III is illustrated in
Subsection VI-A. Due to the NP-hard complexity, we solve it
when a-priori mappings are selected. For this reason we pro-
pose the Revenue Loss Aware Choosing Mapping (RLACM)
algorithm, illustrated in Subsection VI-B, based on the Markov
Decision Process theory and whose objective is to minimize
in cycle-stationary time interval the total cost given by the
energy cost and the revenue loss due to the bits lost during
the migration. The RLACM algorithm is based on the choice
of N mappings, one for each stationary interval. The mappings
are determined according to the VNFI Mapping Minimizing
the Power Consumption (VMMPC) algorithm reported in
Subsection VI-C, that minimizes the energy consumption in
each time interval.

A. The ILP Formulation of the Optimal Revenue Loss
Aware Resource Consolidation/De-Consolidation
Problem (RLARCDP)

Though the optimal problem can be defined in general traffic
scenarios, we focus its definition in cycle-stationary traffic
conditions. The procedure illustrated in Section V identifies
the VNFIs and the interconnection among them and the
access nodes. For this reason we can introduce the new graph
GV NFI = (V V NFI , EV NFI) where V V NFI represents the
set of traffic nodes (access and VNFI nodes) and EV NFI

denotes the links between them. In particular the set V V NFI

is given by the union of V V NFI
A and V V NFI

F denoting the
set of access and VNFIs nodes respectively. The introduced
graph will be characterized by parameters whose values are
dependent on the traffic state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1). The
main parameters are:

• BV NFI
h (v): number of cores required by the VNFI node

v ∈ V V NFI
F in the traffic state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N −1);

• CV NFI
h (d): bandwidth requested by the logical link d ∈

EV NFI in the traffic state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1);
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Fig. 2. The main steps of the MASB algorithm.

• T V NFI
h (v) =

∑
d∈I(v) CV NFI

h (d): sum of the incoming
link bandwidths in the VNFI node v ∈ V V NFI

F in the
traffic state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1); I(v) denotes the
set of incoming links to the node v ∈ V V NFI

F ;
• aV NFI(d) and bV NFI(d): origin and destination nodes

of the link d ∈ EV NFI ;
• εvw, it assumes the value 1 if the access node v ∈ V V NFI

A

has to be mapped in the physical access node w ∈ V PN
A ;

otherwise its value is 0.
• δep, the binary function assuming value 1 or 0 if the

network link e belongs or not to the path p ∈ P
respectively;

After introducing the main notations, we formulate the Opti-
mal RLARCDP when the objective function to be minimized is
composed by two components: i) the static one represented by

the energy consumption in the states Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N−1);
ii) the reconfiguration one occurring during the state transitions
and due to the revenue loss for the information loss when VNF
Instance are migrated.

The solution to the optimization problem is characterized
by the following variables:

• σh
vw, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the VNFI

node v is embedded in the server node w in the state Sh

(h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1); otherwise its value is zero;
• ηh

dp, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the virtual
link d is routed on the physical network path p in the
state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1); otherwise its value is
zero.

Two other variables are introduced to give a linear formu-
lation of the problem:
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• λh
w, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the server

node w is switched on in the state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · ,
N − 1); otherwise its value is zero;

• ξh
v , binary variable assuming the value 1 if the node v is

migrating when a state change from Sh to Sh+1 occurs;
otherwise its value is zero;

The introduced variables have to satisfy the following
constraints of the optimization problem:

∑

w∈V PN
S

σh
vw = 1 h ∈ [0..N − 1] v ∈ V V NFI

F (2)

∑

p∈P

ηh
dp = 1 h ∈ [0..N − 1] d ∈ EV NFI (3)

ηh
dp ≤ σh

aV NF I(d)aPN (p) aV NFI(d) ∈ V V NFI
F

h ∈ [0..N − 1] p ∈ P (4)

ηh
dp ≤ σh

bV NFI(d)bP N (p) bV NFI(d) ∈ V V NFI
F

h ∈ [0..N − 1] p ∈ P (5)

ηh
dp ≤ εh

aV NFI(d)aPN (p) aV NFI(d) ∈ V V NFI
A

h ∈ [0..N − 1] p ∈ P (6)

ηh
dp ≤ εh

bV NFI (d)bPN (p) bV NFI(d) ∈ V V NFI
A

h ∈ [0..N − 1] p ∈ P (7)
∑

v∈V V NFI
S

σh
vwBV NFI

h (v)

≤ NPN
core(w)

h ∈ [0..N − 1] w ∈ V PN
S (8)

∑

d∈EV NFI

CV NFI
h (d)

∑

p∈P

δepη
h
dp

≤ CPN (e)
h ∈ [0..N − 1] e ∈ EPN (9)

λh
w ≤

∑

v∈V V NFI
S

σh
vw h ∈ [0..N − 1] w ∈ V PN

S

(10)

λh
w ≥ 1

| V V NFI
S |

∑

v∈V V NFI
S

σh
vw h ∈ [0..N − 1]

w ∈ V PN
S (11)

ξh
v ≥ σh

vw − σ(h+1) mod N
vw h ∈ [0..N − 1]

w ∈ V PN
S (12)

In particular constraint (2) guarantees that each VNFI is
assigned to exactly one server node. The routing of one virtual
link of the graph GV NFI = (V V NFI , EV NFI) in only one
network path is expressed by (3). Constraints (4)-(7) establish
that when the virtual link d is routed on the physical network
path p then aPN (p) and bPN(p) must be the physical network
nodes that the virtual nodes aV NFI(d) and bV NFI(d) are
assigned to. Finally constraint (8) guarantees that the total
number of the cores occupied by the VNFIs assigned to the
server node w ∈ V PN

S is smaller than or equal to the available
number NPN

core(w) of cores in that server. Constraint (9)
guarantees that the total bandwidth carried by the physical
network link e ∈ EPN is lower than its capacity CPN (e).
Constraints (10-11) establish that any server is switched on

when it hosts at least one VNFI. Finally constraint (12)
establishes that a VNFI is migrating when it is not hosted
by the same server in the traffic states Sh and S(h+1) mod N .

The objective function Ctot to be minimized depends on two
components: the first one expresses the energy consumption
costs in the state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1) and the second
one expresses the reconfiguration costs involved when VNF
instances are migrating during the traffic state transitions.
Hence we can report the following expression for Ctot:

Ctot =
N−1∑

h=0

(Ch
EC + C

h,(h+1) mod N
R ) (13)

where Ch
EC is the energy consumption cost in the state Sh and

C
h,(h+1) mod N
R is the reconfiguration cost when the transition

from the state Sh to the state S(h+1) mod N occurs. The

reconfiguration cost C
h,(h+1) mod N
R is characterized by the

revenue loss of a network operator for the information loss due
to the VNF Instance migration from the state Sh to the state
S(h+1) mod N . Indeed when any migration happens, the Virtual
Machine supporting the VNF instance is not able to carry on its
function in a critical period Tdown referred to in the literature
as downtime of the Virtual Machine [31].

For the evaluation of Ch
EC we assume a linear model [32]

of the server power consumption versus the traffic handled by
the server. A fixed power contribution is also considered when
traffic is absent. Hence we assume the following expression
of the power consumption Pw

S of the server w:

Pw
S (ςc) = Pidle + (Pmax − Pidle)ςc (14)

wherein Pmax and Pidle are the server power consumption in
maximum load condition and when traffic is absent respec-
tively; ςc is the core load normalized to the number of cores.

As reported in [32], the server power consumption should be
modeled with a function more complex than the linear one and
it should be approximated with a polynomial function at least
of seven degree; the assumption of a linear model is needed
in order to give an ILP formulation of the optimal RLARCDP
and compare the results to the ones of the heuristic proposed in
Subsection VI-B. The RLACM/VMMPC heuristic introduced
in Subsections VI-B and VI-C respectively, is flexible and it
would allow us to include more complex power consumption
models.

The assumption of linear server power consumption model
allows us to write the following expression for Ch

EC :

Ch
EC = βeΔt(Pidle

∑

w∈V P N
S

λh
w

+
∑

w∈V P N
S

∑
v∈V V NFI

S
σh

vwT V NFI
h (v)tproc

v /Lmax

NPN
core(w)

)

(15)

where βe denotes the cost per consumed power watt, Lp is the
packet length and tproc

v is the processing time of the packets
handled by the VNFI v ∈ V V NFI

S . The expression (15) adds
the power contribution of the switched on server nodes.

The reconfiguration cost C
h,(h+1) mod N
R takes into account

the cost due to the amount of lost Gbit during the downtime
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Tdown for the migrant VNF Instances when a reconfiguration
occurs during the transition from the state Sh to the state
S(h+1) mod N . If the parameter βd characterizes the revenue
loss of a network operator per one Gbit of lost traffic, we can
write:

C
h,(h+1) mod N
R = βdTdown

∑

v∈V V NFI
S

T V NFI
(h+1) mod N (v)ξh

v

(16)

Summation in (16) adds the total bandwidth handled by the
migrant VNF instances (ξh

v �= 0).
To prove that RLARCDP is strongly NP-hard it is sufficient

to consider the case of one stationary interval (N=1) and
infinite link bandwidth. In such a case the RLARCDP reduces
to the Multi-dimensional Bin Packing Problem that [33], Garey
and Graham [34] have shown to be strongly NP-hard. Due
to the high complexity of the RLARCDP, we propose the
Revenue Loss Aware Choosing Mapping (RLACM) algorithm
described in Subsection VI-B in which the problem is solved
when a-priori mappings are chosen. These mappings are eval-
uated with the application of the VMMPC algorithm described
in Subsection VI-C.

B. Revenue Loss Aware Choosing
Mapping (RLACM) Algorithm

The objective of the Revenue Loss Aware Choosing
Mapping (RLACM) algorithm is to solve the RLARCDP in
the condition in which a-priori mappings are chosen, being
a mapping the assignment of the VNF nodes and links of
the graph GV NFI = (V V NFI , EV NFI) to server nodes and
physical network paths respectively.

The performance of the RLACM algorithm will be eval-
uated in the case in which the N mappings belonging to
the set Θ = {θ0, · · · , θh, · · · , θN−1} are chosen, being θh

the mapping minimizing the energy consumption in the traf-
fic state Sh. The determination of these mappings will be
evaluated according to the VNFI Mapping Minimizing the
Power Consumption (VMMPC) algorithm of Subsection VI-C.
The output of the RLACM algorithm is a migration policy
characterized by the choice of the mapping Mh ∈ Θ to
be applied in the state Sh (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1) so as to
minimize the objective function expressed by (13). Not all of
the mappings in Θ can be applied in any state Sh but only
the admissible ones that satisfy the conditions expressed by
Eqs (8) and (9). We denote with θh,l (l = 1, · · · , nh) the
nh mappings belonging to Θ and admissible for the traffic
condition Sh (h = 0, · · · , N − 1).

We report a possible representation of the admissible states
in Fig. 3 in the case of cycle-stationary traffic with N = 4.
The states are organized in N levels and the h − th level
(h = 0, 1, 2, 3) report the mappings admissible for the state
Sh. In this case we have n0 = 1, n1 = 2, n2 = 3 and
n3 = 2 admissible states for the traffic states S0, S1, S2

and S3 respectively. The objective is to determine a policy that
establishes which mapping to apply when traffic changes hap-
pens. Formally a policy is characterized by the set of integer
values D = {dh,lh = 0, 1, · · · , N−1; l = 1, 2, · · · , nh} where

Fig. 3. An example of mapping policy characterized by D = {d0,1 = 1,
d1,1 = 2, d1,2 = 1, d2,1 = 1, d2,2 = 1, d2,3 = 2, d3,1 = 1, d3,2 = 1}.

Fig. 4. Bi-dimensional Discrete Time Markov Chain in which each state is
characterized by some possible actions; the choice of an action in each state
determines a mapping policy.

dh,l establishes that, from the state (Sh, θh,l), the mapping
θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l

has to be applied when the new traffic
condition S(h+1) mod N occurs. We can represent the policy
D in the case of Fig. 3 with arrows between states. In this
case the policy is expressed by the set of integer values
D = {d0,1 = 1, d1,1 = 2, d1,2 = 1, d2,1 = 1, d2,2 = 1, d2,3 =
2, d3,1 = 1, d3,2 = 1}.

Our objective is to determine the policy DG that minimizes
the total cost in a cycle-stationarity period. We can determine
the policy DG by finding the optimal policy in a Discrete Time
Markov Decision Process (DTMDP) [24], [35].

An MDP is characterized by a four-
tuple (ΩS ,ΩA,ΩP ,ΩC) [35] where ΩS is the state set,
ΩA is the action set, ΩP is the probability set and ΩC is the
cost set.

The state set ΩS is characterized by the bi-dimensional
states (Sh, θh,l) (h = 0, · · · , N − 1; l = 1, · · · , nh) and
represented in Fig. 4 for the general case.

The action set ΩA contains all of the possible actions; in
particular the actions for the state (Sh, θh,l) are characterized
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Fig. 5. Flow diagram of the policy-iteration method [24], [35] for the evaluation of the policy based on the cost minimization in a cycle-stationary interval.

by the integer variables dh,l ∈ [1..n(h+1) mod N ], being
n(h+1) mod N the number of actions for that state.

The probability set ΩP is characterized by the transition
probabilities p

j,k,dh,l

h,l from the state (Sh, θh,l) to the state
(Sj , θj,k) when the action dh,l is applied. The transition
probabilities p

j,k,dh,l

h,l are reported in Fig. 4 for the actions
dh,l=1, dh,l=k and dh,l=n(h+1) mod N . We can notice how
the choice of the action dh,l involves only a transition
with probability 1 from the state (Sh, θh,l) to the state
(S(h+1) mod N , θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l

). Thus we can simply write:

p
j,k,dh,l

h,l =

{
1 if j = (h + 1) mod N, k = dh,l

0 otherwise
(17)

The cost set ΩC is characterized by the costs q
dh,l

h,l to
be expected versus dh,l in the transition out of the state
(Sh, θh,l). For the evaluation of q

dh,l

h,l we observe that if the
choice of the action dh,l in the state (Sh, θh,l) leads not to
change the applied mapping, that is θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l

≡ θh,l,
the reconfiguration costs are not involved and only the energy
consumption cost CEC(θh,l) of applying the mapping θh,l has
to be considered. Otherwise when a mapping change occurs,
also the reconfiguration cost CR(θh,l, θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l

) from
the mapping θh,l to the mapping θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l

has to be
added. Hence we can write:

q
dh,l

h,l =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

CEC(θh,l)
if θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l

≡ θh,l

CEC(θh,l) + CR(θh,l, θ(h+1) mod N,dh,l
)

otherwise

(18)

Once established the transition probabilities p
j,k,dh,l

h,l and the

cost q
dh,l

h,l as a function of the action dh,l we can find the
policy DG = {dG

h,l, h = 0, 1 · · · , , N − 1; l = 1, 2, · · · , nh}
by applying the policy-iteration method [24], [35] whose
key steps are reported in the flow diagram of Fig. 5. The
procedure begins with the initialization phase in which the
current policy Dcur = {dcur

h,l = 1 h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1; l =
1, 2, · · · , nh} is chosen. The determination of the relative
values vh,l (h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1; l = 1, 2, · · · , nh) [24]
occurs in the Value-Determination phase in which a linear
system is solved allowing the evaluation of the relative values
as well as the cost Ctot,cur of the policy Dcur; it is proved
that the system has ∞1 solution and for this reason one of
the relative values, in our case vN−1,nN−1 , has to be set
to zero. In the policy-improvement phase, the new policy
Dnew = {dnew

h,l , h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1; l = 1, 2, · · · , nh} is
evaluated as improvement of the policy Dcur by using the
relative values evaluated in the previous step. It is proved that
the cost of Dnew is smaller than or equal the one of Dcur [24],
[35]. Finally in the end of this phase if the policies Dnew

and Dcur are different, a new iteration cycle is accomplished
with Dcur = {dnew

h,l , h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1; l = 1, 2, · · · , nh}.
Otherwise the procedure ends with the global policy given by
DG = {dcur

h,l , h = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1; l = 1, 2, · · · , nh} and the
total cost Ctot,glo of the policy DG is equal to Ctot,cur.

We conclude discussing the computational complexity of
the RLACM algorithm. [36], Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis [37]
analyzed the computational complexity of MDPs and they
showed that the problem is P-complete. Further they showed
that for MDP with deterministic transition probabilities (all 0’s
and all 1’s) as ours, the optimal cost can be found efficiently by
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implementing procedures executed in parallel; the algorithm
they give is strongly polynomial.

C. VNFI Mapping Minimizing the Power
Consumption (VMMPC) Algorithm

The VMMPC algorithm is applied to consolidate the server
resource. It was inherited from the mapping algorithm pro-
posed in [38] for the consolidation of virtual routers in
physical nodes. The application of the VMMPC algorithm
to the VNF context has the objective to consolidate server
resources as much as possible in order to minimize the
power consumption. It is introduced to evaluate the set Θ =
{θ0, · · · , θh, · · · , θN−1} of the mappings chosen a-priori and
used by the RLACM algorithm. Starting from the mapping Γ
evaluated by the MASB algorithm in Section V, the VMMPC
algorithm employs the VNFI instance migration to consolidate
the server resources. The algorithm 1 reports the key steps
of the VMMPC algorithm. The inputs of the algorithm are
the physical network graph GPN = (V PN , EPN ), the VNFI
graph GV NFI = (V V NFI , EV NFI), the mapping Γ and the
residual server and links resources still available after the
execution of the MASB algorithm. The VMMPC algorithm
is characterized by the following inputs:

• σpeak
vw , binary variable assuming the value 1 if the VNFI

node v is mapped in the server node w in the mapping
Γ; otherwise its value is zero;

• ηpeak
dp , binary variable assuming the value 1 if the virtual

link d is routed on the physical network path p in the
mapping Γ; otherwise its value is zero.

• CPN
r,peak(e), residual capacity of the physical network link

e ∈ EPN after the mapping Γ has been evaluated;
• NPN,core

r,peak (w), residual cores number of the server node
w ∈ V PN

S after the mapping Γ has been evaluated.
The output of the VMMPC algorithm is the mapping θh

(h = 0, · · · , N − 1) in the traffic state Sh (h = 0, · · · ,
N−1). In particular, we also apply the consolidation algorithm
in the PHI (state S0) in order to save energy consumption. This
mapping is characterized by the following parameters:

• ϕh
vw, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the VNFI

node v is mapped in the server node w for the mapping
θh in the traffic state Sh; otherwise its value is zero;

• τh
dp, binary variable assuming the value 1 if the virtual

link d is routed on the physical network path p for the
mapping θh in the traffic state Sh; otherwise its value is
zero.

The following variables are introduced in the algorithm 1:
• CPN

r (e), residual capacity of the physical network link
e ∈ EPN ;

• NPN,core
r (w), residual cores number of the server node

w ∈ V PN
S .

Other variables with the subscript aux appearing in algo-
rithm 1, are auxiliary variables only and are used when the
change of a variable is not definitive yet.

The energy efficiency parameter η(w) of the server node
w is defined as the ratio of the server power consumption
to the amount of bandwidth handled by VNFIs hosted by the

Algorithm 1 VMMPC Algorithm
1: Input: Physical Network Graph GPN = (V PN , EPN ); VNF Instance

Graph GV NF I = (V V NF I , EV NF I ); {σpeak
vw , v ∈ V V NF I

F w ∈
V PN

S }; {upeak
dp , d ∈ EV NF I p ∈ P}; CPN

r,peak(e), e ∈ EPN ;

NPN,core
r,peak (w), w ∈ V PN

S ;
2: /*Initialization Phase*/
3: CPN

r (e)=CPN
r,peak(e), e ∈ EPN ;

NPN,core
r (w)=NPN,core

r,peak (w), w ∈ V PN
S ;

V PN
aux,S=V PN

S ;

ϕh
vw = σpeak

vw , v ∈ V V NF I
F w ∈ V PN

S ;
τh
dp = upeak

dp , d ∈ EV NF I p ∈ P

4: while V SN
aux �= ∅ do

5: select the server node w | w = arg( min
s∈V PN

aux,S

η(s))

6: Ω=V SN
aux,S − {w}

7: while Ω �= ∅ do
8: CPN

r,aux(e)=CPN
r (e), e ∈ EPN ;

NPN,core
r,aux (q)=NPN,core

r (q), q ∈ V PN
S ;

ϕaux
vq =ϕh

vq , v ∈ V V NF I
F q ∈ V PN

S ;
τaux
dp =τh

dp, d ∈ EV NF I p ∈ P ;
9: select the server node z | z = arg( max

s∈V PN
aux,S

η(s))

10: /* Server Resource Availability Check Phase*/
11: if

�
v∈V V NF I

F
ϕh

vwBV NF I
h (v) ≤ NPN,core

r (z) then

12: NPN,core
r,aux (w) = NPN,core

r,aux (w)−�vV V NF I
F

ϕh
vwBV NF I

h (v)

13: update ϕaux
vw , v ∈ V V NF I

F w ∈ V PN
S ;

14: else
15: Go to line 35
16: end if
17: /*Physical Network Paths Resource Deallocation Phase*/
18: determine the set EV NF I

aux of edges in EV NF I involved in the
migration

19: for d ∈ EV NF I
aux , p ∈ P , e ∈ EPN do

20: CPN
r,aux(d)=CPN

r,aux(d)-τaux
dp δepCV NF I

h (d)

21: end for
22: /* Link Resource Availability Check Phase*/
23: for d ∈ EV NF I

aux do
24: determine the shortest path p with end physical network node

z in which to route the virtual links d

25: uaux
dp =1

26: end for
27: for d ∈ EV NF I

aux , p ∈ P , e ∈ EPN do
28: if τaux

dp δepCV NF I
h (d) ≤ CPN

r,aux(e) then
29: CPN

r,aux(e)=CPN
r,aux(e)-τaux

dp δepCV NF I
h (d)

30: else
31: Go to line 35
32: end if
33: end for
34: Go to line 37
35: Ω=Ω − {z}
36: end while
37: NPN,core

r (w)=NPN,core
r,aux (w), w ∈ V PN

S ;
CPN

r (e)=CPN
r,aux(e), e ∈ EPN ;

ϕh
vw=ϕaux

vw , v ∈ V V NF I
F w ∈ V PN

S ;
τh
dp=τaux

dp , d ∈ EV NF I p ∈ P ;
38: V PN

aux,S=V PN
aux,S − {w}

39: end while
40: Output: {ϕh

vw , v ∈ V V NF I
F w ∈ V PN

S }; {τh
dp, d ∈ EV NF I p ∈ P}
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server w. The algorithm considers the server nodes one by one
(line 4) in order increasing of η(w) (line 5) and tries turning
them off by migrating the VNF Instances in other server nodes
chosen in decreasing order of η(w) (line 9). Obviously the
turning off is possible only if both the server node hosting
the VNF instances has sufficient cores and the virtual links
involved in the migration can be re-routed in new physical
network paths with sufficient bandwidth. The two conditions
are verified in the node (lines 11-16) and link (lines 23-33)
availability check phases respectively. In the old shortest
paths the resources are deallocated in the physical network
paths resource deallocation phase (lines 18-21). Finally the
outputs (line 40) of the VMMPC algorithm are the selected
values for the parameters ϕh

vw, {v ∈ V V NFI
F w ∈ V PN

S }, τh
dp,

{d ∈ EV NFI p ∈ P} characterizing the embedding θh.
Next we report a complexity analysis of the proposed

algorithm. The complexity can be evaluated according to the
following remarks: i) the VMMPC algorithm performs Ns

steps (line 4) where at each step the least energy efficient
server, among the switched on ones, is selected (line 5); the
complexity of this operation is N2

s ; ii) the servers in which
to try migrating a VNFI are selected in decreasing order of
energy efficiency (line 9); the complexity of this operations
is Ns; the rerouting of paths between VNFI is accomplished
by using the Dijkstra whose complexity, when heap binary
data structure is used, is O(Nllog(Ns + Nn)). According to
these remarks the complexity of the VMMPC algorithm is
O(N3

s Nllog(Ns + Nn)).

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We will provide some results on the SFC blocking per-
formance evaluated in the Peak Hour Interval and when the
MASB algorithm introduced in Section V is applied. We will
also verify the effectiveness of the VNFI migration policies
introduced in Subsection VI-B by comparing the results of
the RLACM/VMMPC algorithms to that achieved by solving
the optimal RLARCDP.

A given number T of SFC requests are generated, each
one randomly selected from the ones illustrated in Fig. 6: all
of SFCs are composed by two access nodes and in addition
we can have one Firewall (FW) only (Fig. 6.a), one FW
and one Intrusion Detection System (IDS) (Fig. 6.b) and
one FW, one IDS and one Encryption VPN (EV) (Fig. 6.c).
In the considered case study we also assume that the SFC
handles traffic flows of packet length equal to 1500 bytes.
The evaluation is carried out according to the data reported
in [12] where commercial appliances are used with the values
of 120 μs, 160 μs and 82.76 μs for the packet processing
times of the FW, IDS, EV VNFs respectively. The bandwidth
of each SFC is selected among the values of the set [100Mbps,
150Mbps, 200Mbps, 250Mbps, 300Mbps] according to a Zipf
distribution [39].

We consider the network reported in Fig. 7. It is composed
by five core nodes, five edge nodes and six access nodes in
which the SFC requests are randomly generated and termi-
nated. Four Network Function Virtualization (NFV) sites are
connected to the network. Each of them is composed by two

Fig. 6. Three possible alternatives of SFCs are generated. All of the three
SFCs are composed by two access nodes ut vt; the first one is composed by
one FW only (a), the second one is composed by one FW and one IDS (b)
and the third one is composed by one FW, one IDS and one EV (c).

switches which eight servers are connected to. In the basic
configuration, 40 Gbps links are considered except the links
connecting the server to the switches in the NFV sites whose
the bit rate is equal to 10 Gbps. The 64 servers are equipped
with 48 cores each one.

Next we provide the results on the SFC blocking perfor-
mance in the PHI and the cost evaluation of the migration
policies in Section VII-A and VII-B respectively.

A. SFC Blocking Performance in the Peak Hour Interval

The objective of the study carried out in this section
is twofold: i) to evaluate how much the MASB algorithm
outperforms the old version of the algorithm (MASRN) [28]
due to the possibility to embed more than one VNF of an SFC
in the same server with the consequent advantage to improve
the performance when the blocking is due to shortage of link
bandwidth; ii) to compare the performance of MASRN and
MASB to that one of the SFC routing and VNF placement
algorithm proposed by Bari et al. [18] and based on both
a-priori dimensioning of the VNFI in terms of cores and
horizontal scaling techniques. The Bari’s algorithm assumes
that VNFIs of fixed processing capacity and consuming a given
number of cores are a-priori established. The SFC routing and
the VNF placement is not based on uniform resource occu-
pancy and tries to instantiate the minimum number of VNFI
by using as much as possible the ones already instantiated.
Further it saves bandwidth by embedding as much as possible
the VNFs of an SFC in the same server. The servers and
the network paths in which to embed the SFC are chosen
according to the following procedure: i) a multi-graph is built
with a number of levels equal to the number of VNFs of
the SFC; ii) each level is composed by nodes representing
the servers with processing capacity available to host the
corresponding VNF; each node of the graph is labeled with a
cost given by the available processing capacity of the VNFI
(already or to be instantiated) in the corresponding server;
iii) an edge between two nodes of the graph is labeled with a
cost given by the sum of the bandwidths to be allocated on the
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Fig. 7. The network topology is composed by six access nodes, five edge nodes, five core nodes and four NFV sites. Each NFV site is composed by two
routers, two switches and sixteen servers. Eight servers are connected to each switch.

links of the shortest path between the corresponding servers;
iv) the servers are chosen by applying the Viterbi algorithm
in the multi-graph while the network paths are chosen to be
the shortest paths connecting the servers. After the choice of
the servers and network paths, the Bari’s algorithm checks if
processing and bandwidth resources are available.

We report in Fig. 8 the fraction of dropped bandwidth of the
SFC offered as a function of the offered number of SFCs for
the MASRN, MASB and Bari’s algorithms. We show in Fig. 8
two sets of curves: the first one obtained in the basic scenario
and the second one when the link bandwidth is scaled by a
factor γ equal to 0.1. This second case study is introduced to
investigate the performance of the algorithms in the case in
which the SFC blocking is due to shortage of link bandwidth
instead of node processing one. The average number of cores
allocated in the 48 servers is illustrated in Fig. 9.a and Fig. 9.b
in the basic and scaled scenario respectively. In the case of
the Bari’s algorithm the processing capacities assigned to the
VNFI supporting FW, IDS and EV VNFs have been chosen
equal to 400Mbps, 600Mbps and 580Mbps with the use of 4,
8 and 4 cores respectively [19]. From Fig. 8 we can observe
how MASRN and MASB algorithms have similar performance
and they outperform significantly the Bari’s algorithm in the

Fig. 8. Fraction of rejected bandwidth as a function of the number of SFC
offered. The performance of the MASRN, MASB and Bari’s algorithms are
compared in the basic scenario (γ = 1) and in the case in which the link
bandwidth is reduced to the 10% of the basic scenario (γ = 0.1).

basic scenario (γ = 1) when fewer than 1000 SFCs are offered;
after this value the algorithms has performance comparable; as
a matter of example, when 100 SFCs are offered, we achieve
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Fig. 9. Number of allocated cores in each server for the MASRN and MASB algorithms when T = 450. The cases of basic scenario (γ = 1) (a) and that
in which the link bandwidth is reduced to 10% of the basic scenario (γ = 0.1) (b) are reported.

values of 3.28·10−3, 3.23·10−3 and 1.23·10−1 for the rejected
bandwidth fraction of the MASRN, MASB and Bari’s algo-
rithms respectively. The better performance is due to two main
reasons: i) the lower fragmentation of processing resources due
to the application of a vertical scaling technique in MASRN
and MASB algorithms that handle traffic increase by allocating
more cores to the VNFI instead of increasing the number
of VNFI instantiated; ii) the choice of the Bari’s algorithm
of selecting the same server for the VNFs of an SFC, even
when the server is highly utilized that leads to unavailability
of cores of new VNFI for more than one VNF in the phase of
resource availability check; iii) the uniform utilization of the
processing and bandwidth resources of MASRN and MASB
that allows for higher probability in accommodating the SFCs
while the re-use of VNFI instantiated in Bari’s algorithm leads
to choosing the most loaded servers with a consequent higher
blocking probability. The uniform occupancy of resources in
MASRN and MASB algorithms is shown in Fig. 9.a where
we report in the case of T = 450, the number of cores
occupied in the servers that are represented in the x-axis with
the identification (ID) of Fig. 7.

We also notice from Fig. 8 how MASB outperforms
MASRN in the scenario in which the link bandwidth is
scaled (γ = 0.1). In the case of 200 SFCs offered, the possi-
bility in MASB of embedding more than one VNF of an SFC
in the same server allows for an improvement of two orders of
magnitude with respect to MASRN. The rejected bandwidth
fraction is equal to 4.19 · 10−3 and 3.29 · 10−1 for MASB
and MASRN algorithms respectively. The improvement is
confirmed in Fig. 9.b where we observe how MASB better
employs the processing resources increasing the number of
cores allocated. Finally we can notice from Fig. 8 how in
the case γ=0.1 the Bari’s algorithm allows for performance
remarkably better than MASRN and MASN and it is able to
overcome its performance obtained in the basic scenario in

Fig. 10. Network composed by four servers, four switches and four access
nodes.

TABLE I

EXECUTION TIME OF THE ILP AND RLACM/VMMPC ALGORITHMS

which the link capacities are higher. The better performance
and the strange behavior of the Bari’s algorithm are due to
the following reasons: i) its bandwidth saving thanks to its
capacity of embedding entire SFC in a same server; ii) its
characteristic of saturation of the link bandwidth resources
before the server processing ones that leads to overcome the
problem of choosing a same server for more than one VNF
when processing capacity is not available for all.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between ILP and RLACM/VMMPC algorithms for the
network of Fig. 10. The total cost is reported as a function of the cost βd per
Gbit lost for T = 35 SFCs and N equal to 2,4,6,8.

Fig. 12. Percentage error between ILP and RLACM/VMMPC algorithms
as a function of the cost βd per Gbit lost for T = 35 SFCs and N equal
to 2, 4, 6, 8.

B. Cost Evaluation of the VNFI Migration Policies

We evaluate the effectiveness of the introduced VNF migra-
tion policies when T SFCs are generated where the bandwidth
offered by each of them in the PHI assumes values in the set
[100Mbps, 150Mbps, 200Mbps, 250Mbps, 300Mbps] accord-
ing to a Zipf distribution. The SFCs are routed in the PHI
according to the heuristic proposed in Section V. We assume
a cycle-stationary traffic scenario with N intervals and where
the bandwidth of the SFC is modulated by the scale factor τh

in the h − th interval (h = 0, · · · , N − 1) chosen according
to the classical sinusoidal trend and given by the following
expression:

τh =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if h = 0

1 − 2
h

N
(1 − τmin) h = 1, · · · ,

N

2

1 − 2
N − h

N
(1 − τmin) h =

N

2
+ 1, · · · , N − 1

(19)

Fig. 13. The total cost of the policies Dac, Dnc DL and DG as a function
of the cost βd per Gbit lost when T = 500, N = 24, τmin = 0.2, a = 1,
Tdown = 2 sec and βe = 1.

Fig. 14. The energy and reconfiguration costs of the policies Dac, Dnc DL
and DG as a function of the cost βd per Gbit lost when T = 500, N = 24,
τmin = 0.2, a = 1, Tdown = 2 sec and βe = 1.

where τ0 = 1 and τN
2

= τmin denote the scale factors in the
peak and least traffic conditions respectively.

We assume that the servers are characterized by a maximum
power Pmax equal to 1000 W and the idle power Pidle equal
to a times the maximum power Pmax where the parameter a
characterizes how much the server power is dependent on the
handled traffic; its value can vary from 0 to 1 where a = 1
corresponds to the case of server with no rate adaptive power
consumption while a = 0 corresponds to that of servers in
which the idle power consumption is zero and consequently
dependent on the handled traffic only.

In this section we first compare the results of the
RLACM/VMMPC algorithms to the ones achieved by
solving the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation
of the optimal Revenue Loss Aware Resource Consolidation/
De-consolidation Problem (RLARCDP) mentioned in
Subsection VI-A. The results of the ILP formulation are
achieved by using the CPLEX solver. The comparison
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Fig. 15. The total cost of the policy DG as a function of the cost βd per
Gbit lost when T = 500, N = 24, τmin = 0.2, Tdown = 2 sec, βe = 1
and a equal to 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.

Fig. 16. The energy cost of the policy DG as a function of the cost βd per
Gbit lost when T = 500, N = 24, τmin = 0.2, Tdown = 2 sec, βe = 1
and a equal to 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.

performance has been carried out on a machine characterized
by 3.40 GHz Intel i7-3770 processor and by an 8 GB memory.
After the better performance of RLACM/VMMPC algorithms
with respect to traditional algorithms will be discussed.

Due to the high computation times of the ILP solution,
we carry out the comparison between ILP and RLACM/
VMMPC algorithms in the case of the small network of Fig. 10
composed by four servers, four switches and four access nodes
from which the SFCs are originated and terminated. 40 Gbps
links are considered except the links connecting the server to
the switches whose the bit rate is equal to 10 Gbps. The servers
are equipped with 48 cores each one. They are characterized by
a value equal to 0.4 of the parameter a. The downtime Tdown

is set equal to 2 sec. We consider T = 35 SFCs each one
characterized by the graph reported in Fig. 6.b and composed
by two access node, one FW and one IDS. We assume cycle-
stationary traffic of parameters τmin = 0.2 and N equal
to 2, 4, 6, 8. We report in Fig. 11 the total cost as a function

Fig. 17. The reconfiguration cost of the policy DG as a function of the cost
βd per Gbit lost when T = 500, N = 24, τmin = 0.2, Tdown = 2 sec,
βe = 1 and a equal to 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.

Fig. 18. The number of mapping changes involved by the policy DG in the
case of βd = 4.5 · 10−7 and as a function of the parameter a.

of the cost βd per Gbit of lost traffic. We assume the cost
βe per consumed power watt equal to 1. The percentage error
of the results provided by the RLACM/VMMPC algorithms
with respect to the ILP solution is given in Fig. 12. We can
see that the RLACM/VMMPC algorithms finds solutions with
a percentage error in order of 20% in the worst case and
as small as 7% in the case of low reconfiguration costs
(βd ≤ 2.37 ·10−7) when many migrations are involved. An in-
depth investigation allows us to affirm that the critical issue
of the proposed solution is the VMMPC algorithm with its
constraint of mapping all of the VNFIs of a same server
on any other one and without the possibility to distribute
these VNFIs in more than one server. Finally we show in
Tab. I the execution time of the ILP and RLACM/VMMPC
algorithms for N equal to 2, 4, 6, 8. We can notice how the
RLACM/VMMPC heuristic, due to its polynomial complex-
ity, allows for computation times remarkably lower than the
ILP solution.
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Fig. 19. The mapping changes involved by the policy DG in the case of βd = 4.5 · 10−7. The cases a = 0 (a), a = 0.5 (b) and a = 1 (c) are represented.

Next we evaluate the effectiveness of the policy DG intro-
duced in Subsection VI-B for the bigger network case of Fig. 7
and minimizing the total cost in a cycle-stationarity period.
The policy DG aims at minimizing the sum of the energy
and reconfiguration costs during all of the cycle-stationary
period. We compare the policy DG to the three classical Never
Change, Always Change and Local policies Dnc, Dac and
DL respectively. When the Dnc policy is selected, the only
mapping θ0 is applied and the reconfiguration cost is absent.
The mapping θ0 is the one obtained by the application of
the VMMPC algorithm during the PHI. It is admissible for
all of the traffic conditions and for this reason it is chosen
as mapping of the policy Dnc. Conversely when the pol-
icy Dac is selected the least power consumption admissible
mapping is applied during the i − th interval of the cycle-
stationarity period. Notice how the policy Dac allows for the
minimization of the energy consumption at the expense of high
reconfiguration costs. Finally DL is a simple policy based on
a cost minimization in each stationary interval and decides
the mapping to be applied without taking into account future
reconfiguration costs; its operation mode is similar to the one
proposed in [12]. When traffic state changes from Si to Si+1

the algorithm chooses as mapping to be applied in the state
Si+1 the admissible one minimizing the difference between
the reconfiguration cost and the energy saving involved in a
transition from the mapping applied actually in the state Si.

We report in Fig. 13 the total cost and in Fig. 14 the energy
and reconfiguration costs of the policies DG , DL, Dnc and

Dac as a function of the cost βd per Gbit of lost traffic, when
T = 500 SFCs are considered. We assume the cost βe per
consumed power watt equal to 1 while servers with power
consumption independent of the handled traffic (a = 1) are
taken into account. The traffic profile is characterized by the
scale factors expressed by Eq. (19) in which N and τmin are
chosen equal to 24 and 0.2 respectively. Finally the downtime
Tdown is set equal to 2 sec. From Fig. 13 we can observe
how the proposed policy DG performs better than the policies
DL, Dnc and Dac for all of the values of βd and allows
for a minimization of the total cost. For instance for βd =
9.90·10−7 the cost values 45691, 47763, 64000 and 47763 are
obtained for the policies DG , DL, Dnc and Dac respectively.
As expected the policies Dac and Dnc reach the cost value of
DG only for low and high values of βd respectively. In fact
in the former case reconfiguration costs are negligible and the
optimal policy is the one minimizing the power consumption
that is Dac. Conversely when the reconfiguration cost are high,
the optimal policy is the one in which VNFI migrations are
not performed at all and it is convenient to apply the same
mapping solution in all of the traffic intervals as the policy
Dnc makes. From Fig. 13 we can notice how, due to the
high reconfiguration costs, the policy Dac has cost values
increasing as βd increases and for βd higher than or equal
to 1.9 · 10−6 the policy Dac has performance worse than the
policies Dnc, DL and DG . Finally we can notice how the
policy DL, based on a simple benefit/cost comparison in a
stationary interval performs worse than the policy DG based
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on the application of Markov Decision Process theory. The
performance improvement of DG can reach in some cases
values of 27%.

Next we evaluate the behavior of the policy DG when we
vary the parameter a characterizing how much the server
power consumption is dependent on the handled traffic.
In Fig. 15-17 we report the total, energy and reconfiguration
costs of the policy DG respectively as a function of βd. The
values a equal to 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1 are considered. First
of all, from Fig. 15 we can notice how the total cost is as
much lower as a is lower. When the reconfiguration costs
are negligible (βd ≤ 7.2 · 10−7) this is due to the use of
more power effective servers the lead to a decrease in energy
cost when the parameter a decrease as shown in Fig. 16.
Conversely when βd increases (βd > 7.2 · 10−7) the policy
DG allows for a reduction of the reconfiguration costs when a
decreases as shown in Fig. 17; the policy has a right behavior
by reducing the number of migrations and consequently the
reconfigurations costs when a decreases and the switching off
of a server is less advantageous due to the lower fix power
consumption cost. That is confirmed in Fig. 18 where we
show a bar graph reporting the number of mapping changes
as a function of the parameter a. The mappings applied are
reported in Figs 19.a, Fig. 19.b and Fig. 19.c for the cases
a = 0, a = 0.5 and a = 1 respectively. Here we show
in the case of βd = 4.5 · 10−7, the mappings θ ∈ Θ
applied in each traffic state Si (i = 0, · · · , N − 1). The
traffic state Si represents the traffic condition characterized
by the scale factor τi. The symmetry of the scale factor
τi (τi = τN−i, i = 1, · · · , 11) leads to the coincidence
of some mappings of the set Θ and in particular we have
θi = θN−i, (i = 1, · · · , 11). We can notice from Fig. 19 that
the number of mapping changes decreases when the parameter
a decreases. As represented in Fig. 19.a, when a = 0 only
the mapping θ0 is applied in all of the traffic states and no
mapping changes occur. In the case a = 0.5 of Fig. 19.b eight
mapping changes occur that is from (S0, θ0) to (S1, θ1), from
(S1, θ1) to (S2, θ2), from (S6, θ2) to (S7, θ7), from (S10, θ7)
to (S11, θ11), from (S13, θ11) to (S14, θ7), from (S17, θ7)
to (S19, θ2), from (S22, θ2) to (S23, θ1), from (S23, θ1) to
(S0, θ0). Conversely in the case a = 1, 13 mappings changes
occur as represented in Fig. 19.c.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper is to propose a migration policy
that establishes when and where migrations of VNFI have to
be accomplished so as to minimize a total cost characterized
by the sum of the energy cost and the reconfiguration cost
occurring when the VNFIs are moved from the initial location.
We have formulated the optimization problem and because
of its complexity we have proposed a heuristic based on
the Markov Decision Process theory and applicable in cycle-
stationary traffic scenarios and when the possible mappings,
characterizing where the VNFIs are instantiated, are a-priori
determined. We have compared the results of the heuristic to
the ones of the ILP formulation of the optimal problem in the
case of a simple network with four servers. The percentage
error achieved was approximately 20% in the worst case.

Finally the heuristic has been compared to a simple policy
in which the migrations are chosen according to a benefit/cost
evaluation in a stationary interval without taking into account
future reconfiguration costs. In this case we have shown how
the proposed heuristic performs better and allows for an
improvement on the order of 27% with respect to the simple
policy.
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